Diabetic Vascular Damage: Review of Pathogenesis and Possible Evaluation Technologies
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ABSTRACT Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a rapidly increasing problem in health care worldwide: recent forecast indicates that the number of DM patients will rise to 640 million by 2040. Vascular damage is associated with severe complications, including cardiac neuropathy and limb amputation. Therefore, early prediction of diabetic vascular damage using advanced technologies is an important challenge because timely preventive and therapeutic measures could diminish the risk of development and burden of complications. The aim of the article is to provide a review of the initial stages of vascular damage and main mechanisms for development, as well as appropriate modern technologies for prediction and diagnosis. The manuscript provides an overview of interrelated vascular damage mechanisms influenced by diabetes, along with a review of possible technologies for early prediction and diagnosis. A comparative analysis of technologies appropriate for particular issues of prediction is summarised in the discussion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DIABETES mellitus (DM) is a major health care challenge globally. Morbidity of DM is increasing [1] and recently has reached an epidemic level [2], [3]. Long-term forecasts indicate that a number of DM patients will rise to 640 million by 2040 [4]. The age of DM onset is decreasing, and more young people (including children) have DM diagnosis [5]. A study has shown that about a third of people (33% of men and 39% of women) born in 2000 in the United States have a high risk of DM [6].

DM is a metabolic disorder and a vascular disease. The majority (85-95%) of DM cases is type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) [7]. The diagnosis of T2DM is often overlooked until the advanced stage due to non-specific symptoms [8]. Metabolic derangement affects and damages entire body, but it is the effects on the cardiovascular system that result in majority of unfavourable outcomes [8], [9]. Elevated plasma glucose levels and insulin resistance lead to macrovascular damage, and the risk of vascular complications may be increased years before DM diagnosis is established [8]. An elevation in glycosylated haemoglobin of 1% increases the risk of peripheral arterial disease by 28% [10]. Therefore, DM is a major and independent risk factor of cardiovascular disease and complications [11]. No wonder that cardiovascular disease is the main cause of death for DM patients [12]. These complications occur in 30-40% of DM cases [13]; moreover, additional 12-63.6% of those are asymptomatic atherosclerosis [14]. The progression rate of coronary vascular atherosclerosis is multiple times faster when glucose tolerance is impaired [15]. It is well-known that vascular disorder is the main mechanism of evolving disease for patients with DM [16].

Therefore, there is an unmet need for new methods and technologies to predict cardiovascular risks caused by DM reliably. Such methods should help to evaluate the interrelated dynamic changes of endothelial dysfunction (ED) [17], vascular stiffness, calcification, and atherosclerosis (ATS). These methods should preferably be reproducible, afford-
able, non-invasive or minimally invasive, unobtrusive, and suitable for screening. They should satisfy high technological requirements of safety, sensitivity and accuracy, which are needed for detection of minimal early-stage changes [18] and should allow dynamic monitoring of long-lasting vascular damage. Although there are a lot of articles dealing with the pathogenesis of diabetes and development of complications, there is a lack of reviews relating the early stages of complication development with the existing and emerging advanced evaluation methods and technologies. This article aims to overview main mechanisms of vascular impairment caused by diabetes mellitus (from endothelial dysfunction to atherosclerosis and vascular complications), along with diagnostic methods and technological solutions used for early evaluation in each stage of damage. The main focus is on early organic and structural, rather than micromolecular changes, showing all comorbid complications together with possible evaluation methods enabled by the evolving technologies. Chapters of the paper are consecutively devoted to the particular mechanisms of evolving vascular damage caused by DM – from endothelial dysfunction to more advanced stages of early damage together with diagnostic opportunities and related technologies applicable at each stage of pathology.

II. MAIN STAGES OF EARLY VASCULAR DAMAGE

The pathogenesis of diabetes and complications of the vascular system are closely related. Main interrelated mechanisms of vascular pathogenesis in T2DM are shown in Fig. 1. Insulin resistance typical for T2DM evolves along with progressive endothelial dysfunction until atherosclerosis develops [19]. Hence, endothelial dysfunction could be considered as the first stage of evolving atherosclerosis [16]. In general, mechanisms of atherosclerosis development in DM case can be divided into three relative phases [20]:

- Endothelial dysfunction;
- Increased arterial stiffness;
- Intima-media calcification.

To predict early vascular complications, the time interval from the beginning of glycaemic impairment (including pre-diabetes) to the development of early vascular damage is essential. It should be pointed out that aetiology of vascular complications and causality of pathological stages is highly complicated. The simplified diagram in Fig. 1 is presented mainly for the classification of applicable methods and technologies. Stages of vascular damage and possible diagnostic methods are described in the sections below.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION AND ITS EVALUATION METHODS

Healthy endothelium is a dynamic organ which: 1) regulates vascular tone (in response to various stimuli) [21]; 2) ensures vascular perfusion and healthy vessel integrity, growth, and remodelling; 3) inhibits formation of thrombi [22]; 4) plays a vital role in metabolism, tissue growth, immune system, angiogenesis, haemostasis, cell adhesion, and vascular permeability. The overall vascular tone and blood fluidity highly depend on endothelium, which also influence perfusion and inflammatory responses [23]. However, these functions are impaired with development of insulin resistance or DM [24].

Endothelial dysfunction consists of many complex mechanisms. Persistent hyperglycaemia augments oxidative stress, changes the function and metabolism of endothelium; those changes lead to vascular injury [25], vascular inflammation [26], and development of ED [25]. Etiopathogenesis of ED in DM patients is somewhat different. In the presence of metabolic syndrome and insulin resistance, the ED can be considered as the first stage of evolving atherosclerosis [16]. In general, mechanisms of atherosclerosis development in DM case can be divided into three relative phases [20]:

- Endothelial dysfunction;
- Increased arterial stiffness;
- Intima-media calcification.

FIGURE 1. Mechanisms of DM induced vascular micro-macro complications
is a systemic pathological state described as an imbalance between endothelial production of vasodilative and vaso-
constrictive agents. ED is a failure in appropriate dilative
response under proper stimuli of endothelial vasodilators in
arteries and arterioles [28], which also leads to increased
vasoconstriction and stiffness of the artery [29]. Endothelium
may also influence the elastic properties of arterial walls that
directly influence the vascular tone [30]. In general, ED is a
disorder of vascular homeostasis [31] and an early signal of
atherosclerosis [16], [32].

For a long time, an endothelial dysfunction (a significant
indicator of vascular disease) did not receive adequate at-
tention as the primary cause of cardiovascular diseases and
their complications for DM patients [32]. The investigation
of endothelial function has a prognostic value when detecting
or predicting cardiovascular diseases such as myocardial
infarction, peripheral vascular diseases, and stroke [33], [34].
Therefore, early identification of endothelial dysfunction can
be key to diagnosing asymptomatic cardiovascular diseases
[16]. Primary non-invasive methods for detecting endothelial
dysfunction are:

- Photoplethysmography (PPG) is an optically recorded
blood volume changes in a microvascular bed of tis-
ue. It has many modifications and allows to evaluate
perfusion of the tissues [35], vasomotor activity [36],
and the state of the autonomic nervous system [7],
[36]. Application of PPG method for ED has several
modifications:

  1) PPG, in conjunction with the post-occlusive re-
active hyperaemia (a custom-designed clamping
method), allows evaluation of the endothelial func-
tion [37] and metabolic syndrome [7]. The method
of examination of forearm blood flow is simple,
well-tolerated, and easily reproducible [21].

  2) Pulse contour analysis (PCA) is a PPG pulse
wave morphology-based method, quite accurate
and relatively cheap – a fingertip photoplethys-
mogram waveform is analysed. The method de-
tects morphological changes of finger probe pho-
toplethysmogram signal waveform that respond to
endothelium-dependent and independent va-
sodilators. The portability and affordability of de-
ces and technique make this method attractive in
screening and detecting early endothelial dysfunc-
tion to prevent cardiovascular disease [38].

- Fingertip peripheral artery tonometry measures the pul-
satile volume changes in latex air cuffs that are sensed
by the inflating device. Pulsatile volume changes alter
the pressure in the cuffs which is sensed by transducers
and expressed as reactive hyperaemia index which is
expressed as a ratio between reactive hyperaemic re-
sponses to basal flow and indexed to the contralateral
control arm [21]. Fingertip peripheral artery tonometry
was suggested as an evaluation method of microvascular
function. During the examination, an amplitude of finger
arterial blood pulse wave before and during hyperaemia
is evaluated [39].

- The ultrasound (US) can measure changes of the arterial
lumen (B-scan technologies), blood flow (Doppler tech-
nologies), and a response to reactive hyperaemia [21].
The US, in conjunction with the reactive hyperaemia,
allows evaluation of vascular stress and dilatation [39],
which are related to permanent hyperglycaemia and
endothelial dysfunction. Endothelial function can be
evaluated by infusing specific vasodilator (e.g., acetyl-
choline) into the coronary, forearm, or peripheral circu-
lation [21], recording changes of conduit vessel diam-
eter using quantitative angiography and blood flow by
intracoronary Doppler [21], [40].

The specific method of US is a flow-mediated dilation
(FMD), which measures a change in diameter of the
brachial artery using high-resolution ultrasound [21].
Since arterial vasodilatation occurs in response to the
shear stress produced by increased blood flow, it is a
good biomarker of endothelial function. FMD is widely
used for large population trials. Nevertheless, usually,
for assessing FMD, it is required to perform up to 5
min ischemia on the forearm in supine position. The
procedure requires additional time and a skilled oper-
ator. The method is applicable for adults and children,
also in conjunction with magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) [40]. Although MRI is less operator dependent
and, unlike US, allows assessment of peripheral and
central endothelial function, it is rather expensive and
less accessible method. MRI may also be used for
the quantitative function of coronary artery endothelial
analysis. The main benefits are significant contrast of
soft tissues, excellent spatial resolution and ability to
quantitatively evaluate bloodstream speed and flow [39].

- Laser speckle contrast imaging is a specific high-
resolution optical method which allows rapid evaluation
of microcirculation within the skin [41] and perfusion
within other thin superficial layers of tissue [17] such as
retina. It allows direct measurement of the microvascu-
lar system [42], [43], evaluate retinal vascular spasms
or vascular dilation (an early sign of hyperglycaemia and
ED) [43].

Although there are many methods for evaluation of dif-
ferent pathobiological aspects of endothelial function, the most
suitable method that would be pre-clinical, non-invasive,
efficient, reliable, inexpensive and easily performed is yet
to be developed [40]. Evaluation of endothelial function
using vasodilators along with quantitative angiography sup-
plemented with Doppler blood flow measurements is a “gold
standard” [39]. However, this method is of limited value in
premenopausal women due to endothelial function fluctua-
tion related to menstrual cycle [38]. Among the most popular
real-world methods, PPG and US based ones are prevailing.
**IV. DEVELOPMENT OF ARTERY STIFFNESS AND ITS EVALUATION METHODS**

Arterial stiffness develops with age; while it may be pre-disposed by other diseases, it is highly associated with DM [44], [45] and atherosclerosis [46]. Arterial stiffness can be one of the most important parameters binding diabetes with increased risk of cardiovascular diseases [47]. Besides, there is plenty of evidence indicating that increased arterial stiffness appears in early micro and macrovascular DM pathogenesis [48]. Diabetes increases stiffness of arteries through pathological variations such as increased oxidative stress, chronic endothelial inflammation, increased sympathetic tone, structural changes of elastin and collagen within the artery wall [47]. The elasticity of large artery walls mainly depends on the ratio of elastin and collagen content. It gradually decreases towards periphery. The elasticity is decreased by rising blood pressure and with the increase of non-elastic fibres of collagen. Decreased elasticity or increased arterial stiffness is a gradual process and a result of elastomeric degeneration [49]. Therefore, arterial stiffness is an important early marker of vascular atherosclerosis [50] and is an independent predictor of cardiovascular events [50], [51]. Arterial stiffness highly correlates with insulin resistance and endothelial dysfunction [52]. All these mechanisms form a vicious cycle. In early age (<40 years), increased vascular stiffness is associated with a risk of cardiovascular and peripheral vascular diseases [53], especially in DM [50]. Certain micro and macrovascular complications for DM patients can be evaluated by measuring changes of vascular stiffness [45] since biomechanical properties of arteries and consequently, their functionality depends on stiffness, calcification, and formation of plaque [54]. The most common quantitative markers of arterial stiffness are the intima-media thickness, pulse wave velocity (PWV), and cross-sectional distensibility [51]. Increased vascular stiffness elevates PWV and reduces reflection of this wave from the vascular system. Also, it causes increased heart rate and left ventricular hypertrophy [46] being a strong indicator of cardiovascular risk independently associated with mortality of DM patients [45]. An analysis of PWV, which increases with development of arterial stiffness is considered a “gold standard” for vascular stiffness determination. The most commonly used methods for assessing vascular stiffness are:

- Pulse wave velocity is measured by calculating the time lag between systolic pressure pulses recorded in two distant points of an artery, but the most popular method is by the use of a time lag between R peak of an electrocardiogram and a pulse of fingerprint plethysmogram [55]. The shape (morphology) of the pulses also is informative. The morphology is defined by pressure wave reflections from artery branching and impedance mismatch sites. The morphology is used in pulse contour analysis (PCA) which gives information about arterial stiffness and vessel tone, and is independent of the investigator and is well accepted by patients, although currently, there is no standard protocol [48]. The difference between the first (incident) and second (reflected) wave peaks are expressed as augmentation index. This index is a measure of aortic pressure pulse reflection from the vascular periphery. PWV could be measured by using ultrasound Doppler or MRI [21]. Besides, morphology-based methods such as peripheral arterial tonometry, central blood pressure, and augmentation index are applied [56]. Peripheral arterial tonometry is a version of measuring direct and reflected arterial waves by ultrasonographic methods. Found changes directly correlate to vascular stiffness [57].
- Modern ultrasound scanners that are available in most clinical settings allow inspecting motion of internal and middle layers of large arteries not only in radial but also in the longitudinal direction, which depends on elastic properties of arteries [51]. Doppler echocardiography allows evaluating arterial stiffness by using changes in blood volume and pressure relationships [58].

Despite the high diagnostic value, arterial stiffness evaluation has not been assessed in routine clinical practice due to some technical difficulties and probably due to the influence of vasoconstriction on the stiffness [59]. However, the potential of traditional markers such as PWV or morphological parameters of the pulse wave (PCA) remains underutilised [51], even though they have been long approved as reliable methods of artery stiffness evaluation. Although magnetic resonance imaging allows evaluating the stiffness by direct tracking of their expansion, the usage is highly limited by the price and limited resolution [52].

**V. DEVELOPMENT OF INTIMA AND MEDIA CALCIFICATION AND ITS EVALUATION METHODS**

Permanent hyperglycaemia causes multiple changes in the intima and media of the vessels, which accelerates atherosclerosis [60]. The most noticeable change is an arterial calcification, which is typical for T2DM [61]. Vascular calcification is an evolving process which leads to arterial stiffness and ATS formation [62]. Two types of calcification specifically related to diabetes could be analysed separately [63].

- The first type of calcification (of the intima layer in the vicinity of lipid and cholesterol deposits within the endothelial monolayer). This calcification leads to vascular stenosis, occlusion, and additional calcification of ATS plaque. The calcification of the intima layer is associated with an early prediction of ATS [63].
- The second type of calcification (known as Mönckeberg’s sclerosis). Present in media layer in the absence of lipid or cholesterol deposits [63]. It is an accumulation of mineral matter within vascular smooth muscle layer [61]. This calcification also increases vascular stiffness [64] and in DM is associated with an increased risk of nephropathy, retinopathy, limb amputation, and coronary artery disease [65].
Calcification of coronary artery correlates with a development of ATS plaques [18] and is one of the causes of high mortality for DM patients [63]. Due to the accumulation of calcium within vessels, it is possible to visualise vascular changes and indirectly assess vascular elasticity. Timely assessment of arterial calcification significantly improves coronary outcomes [18]. Calcification almost always appears as a consequence of ATS [66]. The following methods can be used to assess vascular calcification:

- Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is an invasive “gold standard” method which allows evaluation of the calcification of coronary arteries with high sensitivity (90%) and specificity (100%) [67]. The colour-coded echogenicity corresponds to the damage of the blood vessels; for example, white colour shows a higher density of calcium [68].

- The ankle-brachial index (ABI) is a ratio of systolic arterial blood pressure and systolic brachial pressure. It is an accurate method for the detection of peripheral arterial disease [69] and arterial calcification [70]. For healthy blood vessels, ABI ranges from 1.00 to 1.40. If ABI is higher than 1.40, it indicates the potential vascular calcification. If ABI is less than 1.00, it indicates an increased risk of cardiovascular disease. ABI specificity is 96% for clinical assessment and 89% for asymptomatic phenomena [69]. However, in rare cases, thigh arteries can be damaged by cuff during measurement. For these reasons, there is some debate on the credibility and informativeness of this method [70].

- Computed tomography (CT) imaging allows to detect and assess calcified plaques of coronary arteries, aortic valve, and aorta [66]. However, non-contrast CT imaging has been largely superseded by usage of computed tomography angiography in clinical practice, which is limited to symptomatic patients. Meanwhile, coronary artery calcium (CAC) scoring is a relatively fast and accurate screening method. This technique has low radiation exposure, does not require intravenous contrast, is easy to interpret, and allows measurement of the amount (including volume and mass score) of calcium in the coronary arteries using ECG-gated non-contrast CT [71], [72]. Due to the cost, the suitability of this method for predictive screening is rather limited.

Advanced non-invasive imaging methods, such as CT, MRI, and digital angiography, are sensitive for arterial calcification assessment since they are based on the chemical composition of a tissue. However, these methods have limitations in usage in DM patients because conventional contrast materials may induce nephrotoxicity [70]. Additionally, CT and X-ray have been considered sub-optimal for screening purposes due to ionising radiation, yet recent technological advances, among others, have allowed to significantly decrease radiation exposure [73]. In specific cases an optical coherence tomography using direct access to the inner artery wall is used [67]. Although most of these methods have a high sensitivity and specificity for arterial calcification assessment, however (with and exception of an indirect ABI) require high-cost equipment, highly qualified operators and interpreters, and are not feasible for monitoring permanent dynamic changes.

VI. ATHEROSCLEROSIS AND ITS EVALUATION METHODS

Atherosclerosis involves two processes: fatty degeneration (atherosis) and stiffening (sclerosis) of the arterial wall [74]. Atherosclerosis is a dynamic and progressive process which damages blood vessels. Patients with diagnosed DM have a higher risk of accelerating ATS [75], [76]. Endothelial dysfunction is the first element in the chain of damage, leading to injuries, thickening and stiffening of inner artery layers and thus induction of the ATS [16], [19], [77]. One of the pathological indications of early ATS is thickening of the intima layer [78]. ATS is a change of the thickness of tunica intima and tunica media, the innermost two layers of the wall of an artery [79]. Intima-media thickness (IMT) of the carotid artery is greater in DM patients [74]. IMT can be used for early identification of subclinical atherosclerotic disease [80]. Carotid IMT can be a predictor of multi-territory atherosclerosis [81]. ATS detected in a single vascular segment indicates potential damage in other segments [69]. Although ATS occurs in people without DM, however, in those with DM, the damage is multi-segmental, reciprocal [82] and diffusive and often starts distally [83]. ATS is characterised by a specific sequence of processes. The main phases of atherosclerosis formation are a fatty streak, fibrous plaque, and complicated lesion [84] which is the same for both people with and without DM. However, in long-term hyperglycaemia leads to accelerated development of ATS [83]. Late stages of ATS are characterised by rupture of intima, erosion, and plaque formation in vessel layers [85]. Atherosclerotic plaque develops as a reaction to local inflammation processes [86], and reparative processes in blood vessels [87]. The plaques can develop on one side of the blood vessel or in its entire radius [84]. This vascular damage can be characterised by vascular occlusion, plaque instability, and rupture. The size of ATS plaques allows determining the degree of vascular occlusion [84]. In the worst-case occlusive vascular damage may evolve to critical ischemia [69]. ATS is a major factor in developing chronic DM complications [26], and in each stage of ATS increases the risk of death [84]. Direct methods used to evaluate arteriosclerosis and atherosclerosis and their progression are presented in comparative usage priority order:

- The ultrasound is the most popular and somewhat reliable method which allows visualising vascular walls (e.g. carotid intima-media thickness) and ATS changes [18]. The US is widely used to diagnose carotid ATS for DM patients. Three leading ultrasound technologies are used to determine the ATS:
  1) Ultrasoundography (type B ultrasound imaging) has long been considered a “gold standard” to identify
and assess changes of carotid ATS [88]. It allows assessing the thickness of intima and media layers of the carotid artery and even subclinical changes of ATS [89]. It provides information about the thickness of blood vessels walls, plaque, stenosis, and arterial remodelling [57]. Ultrasonography with additional contrast allows assessing the damage of intima and media layers and a degree of stenosis and occlusion of the vascular wall [90]. Ultrasonography, however, provides somewhat indirect information on systemic vascular status based on a limited “window” of a visible carotid vessel, does not provide information about inflammatory processes within the carotid artery [88] and is highly operator-dependent.

2) Ultrasonic duplex scanning (type B imaging combined with Doppler method) can directly visualise blood vessels and provide information about the thickness of the artery wall, together with the parameters of blood flow velocity and turbulence, in real-time and across vessel lumen [69].

3) Intravascular ultrasound is invasive, however, allows high-resolution visualisation of vascular intima, media, and adventitia layers by using an internal probe and high-frequency ultrasound waves with accordingly increased resolution. Additionally very informative virtual histology can be used to evaluate the morphology of four different types of ATS plaques: fibre, fibro-fatty density, calcium, and necrotic core [68]. Despite a high informativity the usage is limited by complicated equipment, invasiveness and cost.

- Computed tomography angiography (CTA) has great potential for various applications, including the ability to evaluate vascular states in various vessels such as coronary heart artery, aorta, carotid, and other arteries [91]. CTA provides detailed information about location, degree, and characteristics of coronary ATS [92]. In recent years, this method has shown high reliability and allowed precisely estimation of coronary artery disease and an assessment of the coronary lumen [73], [93]. CTA also can be used for preprocedural planning in preparation for surgical treatment [91].

- Magnetic resonance imaging in conjunction with black-blood method (the blood-flowing signal is suppressed) allows quantification of the endothelial function, thickness index of a coronary artery wall, arterial remodelling, and early coronary atherosclerosis [39]. In addition, it allows identification of the main features of atherosclerotic plaques such as fibrous cap, intra-plaque haemorrhage, neovascularization, and signs of inflammation. Furthermore, this method gains popularity as it allows identification of changes in biomechanical forces, which are related to the pathogenesis of plaque vulnerability [90].

- Positron emission tomography (PET) is a nuclear imaging method that uses intravenous radioactive contrast materials that accumulate in the target tissues. The radio decay signals are detected externally and carry information about physiological parameters, including time-activity based kinetic models. PET method alone has a rather poor imaging resolution (4-5 mm); therefore, it is co-registered with CT or MRI for accurate mapping of zones of interest and assessment of ATS. Also, due to ionising radiation, it is not sufficiently safe for screening purposes [78]. The advantage of the method is its very high sensitivity [94] in exploring various processes of ATS progression and plaque rupture [78].

- Optical coherence tomography allows high-resolution imaging and is among rare methods. It provides high precision quantitative analysis of cross-sectional images of the retina and choroid vessels [68]; it doubles as a means to detect and monitor subclinical ocular pathology [95]. Analysis of fundus even by relatively simple optical methods proves highly valuable in estimating ATS and other cardiovascular damage [96].

- Intracoronary near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is an effective coronary imaging technique based on the detection of lipids within vessels. In contrast to optical coherence tomography, NIRS can be applied to vessels with blood present in the lumen [68] and for detection of atherosclerotic plaques. NIRS, in combination with IVUS, provides compositional information and structural information at the same time [97], however, is invasive and rather complicated to perform. Vascular inflammation can also be diagnosed by microwave radiometry based temperature of carotid ATS plaque [88].

In the long run, the ATS damage progresses, leading to narrowing of arteries, impaired blood flow, subsequent thrombosis, and development of acute syndromes such as stroke or myocardial infarction. In recent years, attention to the characterisation of coronary atherosclerosis has increased. CT angiography became an informative clinical common practice for the imaging of the heart and coronary arteries with increasing possibilities regarding improved temporal resolution, multi-slice operation and reduced radiation doses [73]. Additionally, this method can be combined with CAC score – a simple pre-CTA scan to allow for quantified calcification burden of the coronary arteries for streamlined clinical decision making [98]. MRI technology provides further information and may be useful in further assessing cardiac structural changes. The method does not expose patients to radiation, but it is more expensive and taxing to the patient. Among non-invasive methods for evaluation, both anatomical and functional parameters related to ATS increasing popularity gains ultrasound methods, and it’s modifications. Echography (B-scanning) gives a real-time image of pulsating vessels in real-time and together with M-scanning enable to measure the thickness of intima and media as well as fluctuation of pulsating arteries. Even more
detailed information is obtained by intravascular ultrasound, which is used in special cases due to the invasiveness. Besides, Doppler method and ultrasound electrogrophy enable estimate blood flow parameters, stenosis and blood turbulence as well as ATS plagues [40], [99]. Other non-invasive imaging techniques can be used for special needs to evaluate the morphological features of occlusions [69]. However, still very actual remains the preclinical assessment of ATS for DM patients. Even assessment technologies for early age individuals are still in progress [40].

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Despite the best efforts, diabetes leads to a decreased life expectancy of five to ten years [100] due to micro and macro complications caused by long-term hyperglycaemia and other risk factors [101], [102]. Quality of life is also impaired, especially when chronic micro and macrovascular complications develop [100]. Early diagnosis of the disease, prediction of complications and their management are priorities in managing long-term consequences [75], [103]. Therefore, advanced predictive technologies play a significant role. However, the most clinically relevant question of what technology is the most appropriate at a particular stage of pathogenesis is yet to be answered. It is not possible to align unambiguously the timeline of DM induced cardiovascular complication pathogenesis with appropriate early diagnostic technologies since multiple pathological mechanisms are interrelated and usually overlap in time. Roughly, those stages could be divided into three groups: 1) early pre-clinical changes without observable clinical defects in function and in structure (potentially could be revealed by molecular-level methods or stress tests); 2) changes with clinical signs of the pathophysiological function, but without noticeable structural changes; and 3) changes when pathophysiological malfunction is accompanied by structural changes. The most prominent changes in the third group naturally are also easiest to diagnose and evaluate. Here ultrasound, MRI, and CT are the superior techniques for visualizing and providing structural information. Ultrasound is especially useful due to affordability and compactness with even pocket-sized modifications; it provides information about tissue density and elasticity, as well as tissue micro-motion and blood flow [104]. Methods of direct evaluation of vascular condition include evaluation of atherosclerotic load, the carotid intima-media thickness, etc. by using high-frequency US measurements. CT and MRI are much more expensive, require adequately trained technical and medical personnel and are mainly used in specialized centres.

In earlier stages, when structural damage is still absent, but functional cardiovascular pathology is already detectable (group two), functional evaluation technologies are applicable. For example, the most easily detectable change in dynamics is seen in brachial artery when assessing endothelium-dependent vasodilatation by ultrasound or by using invasive thermodilution methods [105]. Functional pathology could be evaluated by recording changes of microvascular blood supply by photoplethysmography. This optical method allows registration of blood perfusion in superficial tissues at any site of the body, including information about blood oxygenation [35]. Photoplethysmography, along with electrocardiography, may also be used for registration of pulse wave velocity and analysis of general vascular status through signal morphology [106]. Near-infrared spectroscopy, a method which uses near-infrared radiation is helpful in functional analysis of blood supply to the brain and other tissues with the depth of several centimetres [107].

However, initial pathological deviations develop before visible functional changes can be detected [78]. More fundamental methods should be applied for the earliest group of changes at the onset of cardiovascular damage. By targeting specific molecules and metabolic processes with contrast materials, it is possible to achieve higher specificity in visualising fundamental cellular processes [78]. Lipoprotein-based contrast agents are generating significant interest in atherosclerosis field. The new “molecular visualisation” approach combined with US or MRI may bring a new perspective into early diagnosis. The molecular targeting of plaque formation could be effective in early detection of the developing disease and effective risk control. Molecular imaging of endothelial inflammation processes is under development and has shown promise in animal studies [108]. Those methods are rather complicated for clinical use but have high scientific value as they reveal very early mechanisms of the diabetic cardiovascular pathogenesis.

In the context of rapidly evolving technologies, it is reasonable to choose technologies that are appropriate for the particular purpose. Complex criteria are sensitivity to early pathological signs, suitability for non-invasive screening, cost, qualification of the personnel, and duration of the procedure, level of computerisation, consumables and other. Detailed and specific recommendations are out of the scope of the present article, and this could be considered as a limitation of the review. In each case, this choice is highly specific, a review presented in this article allows to point out some general observations:

1) The early diagnosis or even prediction of cardiovascular complications caused by DM is still a challenge. Majority of the technologies are suitable for the late stages of damage when functional and structural changes are already evident, however, by then means for complication prevention and treatment are of limited effectiveness. Therefore, methods and technologies for evaluation of epithelial dysfunction – an early mechanism of pathogenesis – a combination of photoplethysmography, arterial tonometry and ultrasound are highly promising due to affordability and reliability.

2) In practice, early stages of vascular damage could be revealed by appropriate screening methods. Unfortunately, usage of almost all described methods for screening is limited by moderate to high-cost equipment, operator- or interpreter- dependency, and limited
ability to monitor dynamic changes in development of complications starting with early dysglycemia to emergent ATS. Few approaches can be used for stiffness evaluation that would allow measurement of properties such as compliance, elasticity, and resistance to deformation, rate of return to the non-deformed state [105].

3) Non-invasive, unobtrusive and inexpensive technologies would be the most attractive for early diagnosis and screening. Emerging wearables, such as multimodal smartwatch [109] with integrated ECG, PPG and galvanic skin response signal and data processing shows promise for monitoring and screening.

4) Most all contemporary devices are capable of digital data processing and generating vast amount of valuable information. This includes ultrasound, MRI, CT, as well as long-term wearable multimodal monitoring devices. The growing capacity of machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms allows for complex use of data and knowledge [110].

Novel methods of early damage prediction would allow detecting vascular pathology in their initial stages, and this would allow early intervention to delay or prevent possible complications. Existing technologies provide a solid base for new multimodal smart solutions.
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